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Letter From the Editor
Dear Readers,
Happy May! It’s so very strange
that we’ve been out of school for eight
weeks now. I never imagined I would
spend the end of my senior year online
and away from all of my friends. But in the
grand scheme of things, I’m just happy to
be safe and healthy. Hopefully this issue
of Applause can act as a dose of normalcy
among all the abnormalcy.
Applause had intended to celebrate
our Fashion and Costume Design majors
in conjunction with their annual Fashion
Show, which, unfortunately, could not
take place. However, we are proud of them
and have included several interviews with
Social distancing as portrayed by Logan,
senior fashion majors about the work they
Clara and Maya.
prepared for the show. As depicted on our
cover by artist Kenna Steele, Fashion and Costume Design majors created masks and
distributed them throughout the pandemic.
Although the SOA graduation ceremony has been indefinitely postponed, the
Applause staff is committed to assembling and printing our traditional 64-page full-color
graduation issue to honor our twentieth graduating class. We are currently working on
a strategy to safely distribute the last Applause issue of the year, so stay tuned (and stay
safe)!
Love,
Your Editor-in-Chief
Maya Cline
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Applause Congratulates SOA’s 20th
Graduating Class:
The Class of 2020.
Our annual 64-page, full-color
Commemorative Graduation Issue will
be available in print and digital format
in early June. As always we will feature
essays by our seniors, a wrap up of the
2019-20 school year, and much more!
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Making Art Under Social Distancing: An
Interview with Local Musician Sandra
Nikolajevs
Logan Baker talked with the Charleston bassoonist and mother of
9th grade Strings major Peter O’Malley about how life has changed
since the COVID-19 pandemic began. Nikolajevs studied music
around the world and is currently founder, president, and artistic
director of Chamber Music Charleston as well as Principal Bassoonist
of the Savannah Philharmonic.

Credit: Joy Strotz Photography

Logan Baker: First off, how are you and your family doing in
quarantine?
Sandra Nikolajevs: We are doing well, staying healthy, and staying
busy. My husband, Tim, son, Peter,
and I all have our own individual
projects and responsibilities and
we have fallen into a very nice
week-day routine in which we
are together for breakfast, lunch
and dinner but we generally go
our own ways during other times
of the day. We are lucky to have
a large house and nice yard with
a finished “practice shed” at the
back of the yard overlooking some
water. I spend from about 9am4pm on the porch of the “shed”
practicing or doing Chamber
Music Charleston work while
Peter and Tim stay inside doing
homework (for Peter), house
upkeep (for Tim) and practicing
(both Peter and Tim).
LB: Could you give us a little
background on your musical education and performances?
SN: I came from a small town in Central Massachusetts where we only
had a small band program, but I was lucky enough to have talent on the
bassoon which allowed me to attend the Oberlin Conservatory in Ohio.
Once at Oberlin I found that I had a strong passion for music and wanted
more of a big-city experience, so I transferred to the Juilliard School
then finished up with an extra year of study at the Paris Conservatory
(specifically, the Conservatoire national supérieur de musique et de
danse de Paris). I was fortunate to have some amazing performing
experiences as a student, from playing The Rite of Spring with Pierre
Boulez to playing chamber music alongside musicians of the Chamber
Music Society of Lincoln Center. While in Paris I joined the conservatory
orchestra for a tour of Eastern Europe.
When I was in Paris, my then-boyfriend (and now-husband)
proposed to me and invited me to join him in Charleston, SC, where
he had just won a full time position in the Charleston Symphony
Orchestra. I moved to Charleston, SC and began playing in a number
of orchestras in the area. I have been principal bassoon of the Augusta
Symphony, South Carolina Philharmonic and I even spent two years
as the principal bassoonist of the Charleston Symphony Orchestra.
When I started playing with the Charleston Symphony, I also founded
Chamber Music Charleston. I realized that performing and organizing
chamber music was so very rewarding, and I seemed to have a knack
for the administrative end of artistic endeavors. So, my full time job is
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now the President and Artistic Director of Chamber Music Charleston (a
nonprofit organization that presents over 70 annual concerts), and I also
perform as principal bassoon with the Savannah Philharmonic, which is
a per-service orchestra and does not take too much time away from my
Chamber Music Charleston responsibilities.
LB: What did your typical day look like before self-isolation
started?
SN: My typical day used to consist of practicing from about 9-11am,
then taking care of Chamber Music Charleston (CMC) office work,
which could be registering ticket sales, writing grant applications,
preparing reports for my board of directors, doing graphic design work
for our advertisements and print materials, contacting concert hosts,
coordinating musicians, ordering music and preparing budgets and
programs for future concerts. If it was a concert day, I would also print
up the guest list for the concert, prepare reception items, and pack my
van with any items needed for the concert. For example, if it was a House
Concert on Kiawah Island I would pack into my van about 50 chairs,
4 musician chairs, stand lights, a cooler with wine and water chilling,
reception food, napkins, plates, etc. Everything one would need for a
concert! Around 4pm I would have a little break, then if we had a concert
that evening I would leave between 4-5pm and get home around 10pm.
If we did not have a concert, I would be able to make dinner and enjoy
family time at home.
LB: What does your work routine look like now?
SN: The routine is pretty much the same in terms of practice and
“office work.” Since we do not have any in-person concerts, I do not
need to prepare reception items or pack my van. That said, the office
work has increased as I have had to communicate with ticket holders
about cancelled and postponed concerts (we cancelled nine concerts and
postponed our “Evening with Midori”). I also am spending more time
coming up with plans to deal with the effects of the pandemic. Since we
do not know where the world will be in the fall, I feel it is important to
have different scenarios in mind for how to continue to bring music to
our audiences and to continue to have income-producing opportunities
for our professional local musicians.
LB: I understand you’re on the faculty for Luzerne Music
Center. Can you tell me a little about that and how this
pandemic may have changed summer plans?
SN: Well….yes, the pandemic certainly has changed summer plans. On
April 20, I received communication that Luzerne Music Center (LMC)
decided to cancel this summer session. It was not a surprise, but still sad
to hear. LMC is a unique festival in that there is a very large international
pool of students - this summer it looked like 50% of the students would
be from outside the US. The reality is that those students would not likely
be able to travel, and even students in the US would have challenges. It
is difficult to predict the future, but I have a feeling things will not truly
get back to normal for some time.
LB: I watched some of the virtual concerts Chamber Music
Charleston has been putting on Youtube with local musicians,
including Ranky Tanky’s Charlton Singleton. The videos were
really fantastic. What inspired you to take the performances
online and what has that experience been like?
SN: I am so glad you enjoyed the virtual content. Our version of “The
Charleston,” which featured the incredible Charlton Singleton, was
meant to share joy and perhaps bring a smile during these difficult times.
With all the stress around us, I find it more and more important to have
the arts provide us a respite, a break and a chance to remember what is
good. For our Virtual Recitals, which are weekly performances by our
musicians playing from their own home (and usually it is a solo; the goal
was to keep a connection with our audiences who are isolated in their
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Earth Day’s 50th Anniversary
by Logan Baker

Earth Day, first celebrated in 1970, marked its 50th anniversary
on April 22, highlighting a half century of environmental consciousness
and activism. The first Earth Day was observed through nationwide
protests and demonstrations involving millions of Americans and often
led by students and young activists. It’s clear from accounts of these
rallies that Earth Day’s celebration isn’t merely symbolic, but rather,
deeply political and focused on action. Earth Day’s initial establishment
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in the seventies, a time of powerful activism and protest, led to the
creation of the Environmental Protection Agency, the Clean Air Act, the
Clean Water Act, and the Endangered Species Act, all of which have been
at work ever since fighting pollution and environmental degradation in
America. The day’s establishment was also part of a movement that put
environmentalism
at
the
center
of
public
consciousness
in
an age where manmade
pollutants
were ramping up,
as they continue to
do today.
Some would
argue that Earth
Day has become
less impactful as
the decades have
worn on, moving
away
from
its
Demonstrators in Union Square, NYC on the first
Earth Day in 1970.
radical, political roots
towards a more palatable event that puts less pressure on big
corporations and government action. However, one only has to look at
recent organizers’ actions to see that this sentiment is misguided. Even
though the coronavirus has put in-person events on hold, activists are
working to bring people together and educate the public on their role
in environmental change. One of the goals for 2020, as can be seen on
earthday.org, is to empower citizens through unity. And besides, even
small actions are important in building a culture of environmental
stewardship.
Today, 192 countries around the world observe Earth Day,
and while we couldn’t volunteer or participate in protests, we can still
honor the spirit of this day through other acts every day of the year. Get
outside, plant some seeds in empty egg cartons, and soak up the sun (we
all need a little more vitamin D nowadays). Check out the Charleston
Aquarium’s virtual visits and deepen your appreciation of our local
habitats. Support local farmers by visiting websites like eatwild.com to
find SC farms producing humane, sustainable food and, if possible, try
ordering from these operations. Research green initiatives, both local
and national, and, if you’re old enough to vote, find candidates with
histories of environmental consciousness. Most of all, stay aware of your
impact on the world around you. We all need to make sure we’re taking
care of our Earth and each other.

Smithsonian Magazine

homes, to provide our musicians with an outlet to share their art, and to
reach new folks who may not have had the opportunity yet to experience
one of our live concerts). We understand virtual concerts will never be
able to replace live, in-person concerts, but this is a great way to continue
presenting music during these unprecedented times.
LB: What is it like not being able to perform in public and meet
your colleagues for rehearsals?
SN: That is the hardest part...not being able to make music with friends.
I am very lucky that my husband and son are musicians, so we can
technically make music as a family...but it is not the same. I was supposed
to perform Schubert’s Ninth Symphony and the Mozart Requiem in
Savannah this Spring, but it
was understandably cancelled.
It really is a feeling of loss
when a performance is taken
away, and I greatly empathize
with all of the students who
have prepared for their various
performances - either school
orchestra or choral concerts,
or the Charleston Symphony
Youth Orchestra Concert, or
the SOA production of Les
Mis. One really does feel a
hole in the stomach where
something is missing. But and I know this is a cliché these difficult experiences do
make one stronger, and helps
one really appreciate it when
we are able to come together
to create art. I can only imagine how great it will feel for all of us to go
back to our respective ensembles and pick back up where we left off. Of
course it will be with different repertoire, and perhaps even different
people surrounding us, but we all will be able to get back to our art again.
LB: Do you have a message for young artists and musicians
who are struggling to adapt to working on their art from home?
SN: I tend to be an optimistic person - sometimes overly optimistic so I think it is important to find the positive in a difficult situation. I
would encourage young artists to take this time to really dive into their
art and explore all the resources available online. There are incredible
concerts, productions, masterclasses and tutorials online - most all
streaming for free. I also feel it is very important to build structure into
their day. I challenge the students to find a regular time to practice their
craft - be it in music, writing, acting, any of the fields of study. All of the
great musicians that I know have an exceedingly high level of discipline
and self-motivation. This is a great time for each student to see how
disciplined and self-motivated they are!
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Spotlight on Fashion and Design
The month Applause is highlighting fashion majors, who have been
working hard all year to prepare their pieces and hone their craft.
Several members of the Applause staff talked with senior designers to
discuss their process and what’s coming next.

Symone Smith
Peyton Smalls: What is your
theme and why did you
choose it?
Symone Smith: My theme is
Marie Curie, and I chose her due
to her work in radioactivity. I
wanted to explore the ways that
radiation could change, morph,
and mix a person.
PS: How has participating
in
the
fashion
show
prepared you for your future
endeavors?
SS: It helped me realize that I
enjoyed making monsters. From
sculpting the horns in my Junior
year Oni masks, to sanding the
wood of my hoof shoes for the Senior year fashion show.
PS: If you could bring a style icon back from the dead, who
would it be?
SS: I would bring back Alexander McQueen. He and I share an affinity
for the bizarre and macabre when it comes to fashion.
PS: What is the hardest part about preparing for the fashion
show?
SS: Cutting out patterns; the pattern paper is extremely thin and fragile.
It’s very frustrating to work with.
PS: What have you learned since your first year in the fashion
program, and how has your style or method of creating clothes
changed?
SS: I never knew the sheer amount of pride and joy that I would feel
when my creations walked down the runway.
PS: Who or what has impacted your work the most?
SS: Legends and myths have been a large part of my design inspiration.
The monsters, heroes, and gods of lore have always fascinated me; and it
brings me great joy to bring those beasts and beings into reality.
PS: What is your absolute favorite part about designing and
creating pieces?
SS: Watching my designs walk down the runway and the looks of awe on
the faces of the audience.
PS: Do you plan to pursue fashion design or something related
to it as a career?
SS: I plan on pursuing a career in Special Effects (SFX) Costume and
Prop Design.

Sam Clarke
Peyton Smalls: What is your theme and why did you choose it?
Sam Clarke: My theme for this year is Hedy Lamarr, a movie star and
beauty symbol popular in the 1940s. I chose her because many people
don’t know that she was actually an inventor responsible for “frequency
hopping” which is the basic technology for modern Bluetooth and WiFi.
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I thought it was really interesting that her true talent and genius was
overshadowed by her public image.
PS: How has participating in the fashion show prepared you
for your future endeavors?
SC: The fashion show has helped me develop skills such as time
management, professionalism, leadership, and creative thinking. These
skills, I believe, have set me up for a successful future in any career path
I choose!
PS: If you could bring a style icon back from the dead, who
would it be?
SC: This is a hard choice, because most of my favorites are still with us,
but I would go with Lauren Bacall, another 1940s movie star.
PS: What is the hardest part about preparing for the fashion
show?
SC: The hardest part is persistence. It’s easy to be tired of doing something
over and over again and just wanting to throw in the towel. And this is
coming from someone who’s typically a perfectionist!
PS: What have you learned since your first year in the fashion
program, and how has your style or method of creating clothes
changed?
SC: I’ve learned how to be more cohesive when creating a collection
through color palettes and silhouettes. I’ve also learned ways to be more
efficient when constructing.
PS: Who or what has impacted your work the most?
SC: I’m definitely very influenced by old movies, music, and literature.
I like to create clothing that produces a certain attitude or feeling within
the person wearing it. If I’m making clothes inspired by a glamorous
1940s movie star, then I want whoever is wearing them to feel like they
should be talking in a transatlantic accent.
PS: What is your absolute favorite part about designing and
creating pieces?
SC: My favorite part
is the little victories,
like matching up seams
perfectly
or
evenly
spacing buttons. The
details make a world of
difference!
PS: Do you plan
to pursue fashion
design or something
related to it as a
career?
SC: Yes! Next year I will be studying Retailing with a focus in Fashion
Merchandising and Digital Innovations at the University of South
Carolina.

Maria Hitopoulos
Toni Walker: What is your theme and why did you choose it?
Maria Hitopoulos: My theme is the goddess Kali and the 7 chakras.
I chose it because I’ve always been fascinated with the 7 chakras. When
I found out there’s a goddess that has a power that runs through her,
shakti, I was super fascinated with her.
TW: How has participation in the fashion show prepared you
for future endeavors?
MH: It’s helped me with model management, time management,
criticism, technique, and developing my style and creativity.
TW: Do you plan to pursue fashion design or something related
to it as a career?
MH: Yes, I want to be a lingerie designer, maybe start my own business.
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TW: If you could
bring a style icon
back from the dead
who would it be?
MH: Sid Vicious.
He started the chain
necklaces and was
super offensive in his
clothes and in the
punk scene.
TW: What is the
hardest part about

preparing for the fashion show?
MH: Getting everybody done on time. Even though we have our deadlines
planned out ahead of time, academics and social events often get in the
way, and completing looks can be a little stressful.
TW: What have you learned since your first year in the fashion
program, and how has your style or method of creating clothes
changed?
MH: When I first started out, I wasn’t too sure what I wanted to do after
school. I knew I wanted to go into art, but since then I’ve found I have a
talent and passion for lingerie and loungewear.
TW: Who or what has impacted your work the most?
MH: My dad. He’s the one I always show my designs and outfits to first.
He’s an artist, too, so he always gives the best critiques and encouragement.
TW: What is your absolute favorite part about designing and
creating pieces?
MH: The fabrics. I love manipulating them: the feel, the look. You can
stun with the right fabrics.

Hannah Burton
Clara Collins: What is your theme, and why did you choose it?
Hannah Burton: I chose Sally Ride, the first female American astronaut
in space. I really wanted to make my collection full of industrial/utilitarian
pieces and was inspired by the astronauts’ use of clothing as a functional
piece of storage.
CC: How has participating in the fashion show prepared you
for your future endeavors?
HB: The fashion show has allowed me to tap into a creative side of me
that I don’t typically use. Pushing myself to finish these pieces has taken
lots of discipline and responsibility.
CC: What is the hardest part about preparing for the fashion
show?
HB: Remembering that everything will come out alright and the stress
is temporary; it leads to a great finished product and a feeling of success.
CC: What have you learned since your first year in the fashion
program, and how has your style or method of creating clothes
changed?
HB: I have learned
so many techniques
to creating clothes.
I love how Mrs.
Baker treats our
class like we’re really
in the industry.
We get to see every
side
of
design
from
researching,
drawing,
pattern
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making, and sewing.
CC: Who or what has impacted your work the most?
HB: My parents and Mrs. Baker have probably impacted me the most.
When I feel like something is going absolutely wrong I always have a
second eye to tell me I’m overthinking it and support to push me to the
finish line.
CC: What is your absolute favorite part about designing and
creating pieces?
HB: I love getting to be creative and spending time working on something
challenging. Looking at the finished product makes me feel so proud
because sewing is not easy! Every outfit made is an accomplishment.

Alyssa Nickles
Ramie Thompson: Who or what inspired you to start making
clothes?
Alyssa Nickles: My mother inspired me to start making clothes. She
used to hand make Barbie clothes.
RT: What part of the creation and display process gives you the
biggest feeling of accomplishment?
AN: Seeing my designs come from paper to 3D tangible garments on my
models.
RT:
Do
you
follow the design
techniques
of
others or just
use
them
as
inspiration
for
your own unique
style of work?
AN: I follow other
designers
for
inspiration so I can
make my pieces as
unique as possible. Without inspiration, designing becomes bland and
dull.
RT: What is your theme and why did you choose it?
AN: Our overall theme is the matriarch, so I chose Kathleen Hanna as
my matriarch. She is a musician, female activist, writer, and artist that
helped back the riot grrrl movement in the 90s. She was also the lead
singer of a feminist punk band Bikini Kill, who empowered all types of
women everywhere to love themselves. I chose her because she is such a
powerful female figure in history, who inspired and taught through her
music and attitude that all women have rights and deserve to be heard.

Makayla Gonzalez
Maya Cline: What is your theme and why did you choose it?
Makayla Gonzalez: My theme is Lilith. I chose her because I found it
appealing that she went against what was expected of her. I really want
my collection to send the message that women deserve the same respect
no matter how they present themselves.
MC: What are some of your inspirations and influences?
MG: My work is heavily influenced through superstitions and alternative
style genres like goth, punk, emo, anything and everything between. I’ve
always been interested in the unknown and counterculture for as long
as I can remember, so I have a special place in my heart for it. As far as
what has influenced my senior thesis? Designers like Dilara Findikoklu
and Fecal Matter have been very influential as far as silhouettes and the
message I want to send.
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MC: What is your
absolute
favorite
part about designing
and creating pieces?
MG:
My
favorite
part
about
the
process,
especially
in this collection, is
incorporating
motifs.
In my collection you
will see things like
pomegranates (fertility), figs (Garden of Eden), wolves (independence),
a serpent shedding its skin (shedding old skin). Some of my pieces are
inspired by significant parts in Lilith’s story or the silhouettes accentuate
some parts of the body. I just enjoy being meticulous with certain things,
even if no one gets it.
MC: Do you plan to pursue fashion design or something related
to it as a career?
MG: I would really love to pursue fashion after high school. Honestly, I
would have no idea what I would want to do if I hadn’t come to SOA and
that kind of scares me. I have a genuine passion for the design process in
clothing. I would love to make a clothing brand that’s ethically made and
size inclusive. I take a lot of inspiration from superstitions, my dreams
and nostalgia. I already have a lot planned as far as designs, lines, brand
name, locations, etc. I’m just waiting to get funds and knowledge to kick
it off!

Ellen Emge
Ramie Thompson: Who or what inspired you to start making
clothes?
Ellen Emge: My entire life I have loved creating things. I learned to
sew from my mother, so she both taught and inspired me to start making
clothes. I learned how to make dolls and bags, which gradually became
dresses and skirts. I definitely wouldn’t be who I am, where I am, or
creating what I am without her.
RT: Is there a
specific
clothing
item that you love
to make? Is there
one you struggle
with?
EE: Funny enough,
the things I love to
make always involve
quite a bit of struggle,
as I usually like to
pick designs that are
difficult to construct but are always rewarding in their completion.
RT: What is your process for getting new ideas?
EE: Honestly, I find a lot of my ideas through diving in deep and
spending hours scrolling through Pinterest, looking at both the work of
established designers and those who are simply DIYing fun outfits for
parties or costumes.
RT: What is your theme and why did you choose it?
EE: My matriarch is Empress Theodora of the Byzantine Empire. She was
a woman far ahead of her time. She rose from obscurity to become one of
the most powerful women in the world. Speaking up when it was socially
taboo to do so, she called for changes in her empire that empowered the
people. Empress Theodora refused to flee during the Nika revolts and
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said something to the effect of “Purple is a wonderful burial shroud.”
Her commitment to the crown extended the Byzantine Empire for nearly
a millennium and her legacy forever. I find her to be very inspirational
and I wanted to create a line that showcased the regal femininity and
power that Theodora held and let it serve as an inspiration to both myself
and others through accentuating the individual beauty and strength of
the wearer.

Caroline Colas Des Francs
Ramie Thompson: Who or what inspired you to start making
clothes?
Caroline Colas des Francs: My older sister , who was always
interested in fashion,
taught me a lot about it.
She is a big inspiration
for me. I get inspired by
a lot of things: travels,
nature, arts, people.
RT: Is there a specific
clothing item that
you love to make?
Is there one you
struggle with?
CCDF: What I love making the most are vintage shirts with buttons.
For me, jackets are difficult to make, so I am very proud of myself when
I finish making one.
RT: What is your process for getting new ideas?
CCDF: I usually get new ideas by drawing, developing my sketches, and
looking at magazines or documentaries about arts.
RT: How is quarantine affecting your creative process?
CCDF: Quarantine affects my creativity by having more time to think
and make clothes.
RT: What theme did you settle on for the fashion show and
why did you choose it?
CCDF: This year my fashion show theme is Catherine Deneuve, she is
an French actress. I chose her because of her professional career and
her determination to help women succeed in what they love. Catherine
inspired me since I was little when I started watching her movies. I also
wanted to show a part of my French culture and teach others about it.

Isabelle Edson
Logan Baker: What was your theme this year, and why did you
choose it?
Isabelle Edson: Rachel Carson, the mother of environmentalism. I
wanted to focus on the terrible consequences of fast fashion on the earth.
I use a lot of deadstock fabric --fabric that is considered damaged that
would not be discarded usually-- in my collection.
LB: What is the hardest part about the work you do?
IE: Sewing a garment takes a lot of time and effort; each step has to be
perfect, or should be, to be able to move on to the next step. I’m not a
perfectionist, but when I put so much time into something like this I
NEED it to be perfect.
LB: What have you learned since your first year in the fashion
program and how has your style or method of creating clothes
changed?
IE: I am better at problem solving, and I can easily alter a pattern to fit
my ideas better.
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LB: Who or what has impacted your work the most?
IE: Mrs. Baker has always inspired and pushed me to do the best work I
can. She sees the best in me and my work, even when I do not at the time.
It is easy to be discouraged when you have spent hours on a project and
something goes wrong and you have to start over.
LB: What is your absolute favorite part about designing and
creating pieces?
IE: I like how people react to my clothes. When I spend so much time
looking at the same piece of fabric, I start to get bored of it. When people
compliment my art and want to wear it themselves, it makes me happy.
LB: Do you plan to pursue fashion design or something related
to it as a career?
IE: Definitely. I love
matching colors and
fabrics that go together,
maybe interior design.
LB: Have you been
pursuing your art
during quarantine,
and if so, how?
IE: We are using our
abilities to sew masks
for local healthcare workers, friends, and family. This makes me feel so
useful, for the first time, in the community. Not many people have the
expertise to sew a bunch of masks. Not to mention I am making them
stylish. Masks are the current fashion trend.

Helen Izzo
Logan Baker: What is your theme this year, and why did you
choose it?
Helen Izzo: My theme this year was Twiggy. She was nicknamed the
face of ‘66. She was a mod supermodel in the late ‘60’s, famous for
starting the trend of miniskirts during the swinging 60’s. I chose Twiggy
because she was a big inspiration for young people. Her style really
changed the scene. Before that young people were dressing just like their
parents, and everything was very cookie cutter. The Summer of Love and
the British Invasion brought new styles never seen before. Her hair and
makeup were very different and unique as well, and she really inspired
young people to be themselves.
LB: How has participating in the fashion show throughout the
years and being a fashion major prepared you for your future
endeavors?
HI: It required time management and a strict attention to detail in order
to meet the deadlines. It has taught me a lot about how fashion shows are
built and run. Being in the fashion major has taught me so much about
working in the fashion industry.
LB: What is the hardest part about the work you do?
HI:
The
most
challenging part about
the work I do is the
time
management
and stress that comes
along with it. You have
to learn how to control
your time and manage
your stress.
LB: What have you
learned since your
first year in the
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fashion program/how has your style or method of creating
clothes changed?
HI: In the beginning, I didn’t even know how to sew on a machine. Now
I can pick up any pattern and know how to construct and sew it. My
method and style has changed a lot since freshman year. I feel like I’ve
grown so much as a designer and artist.
LB: Who or what has impacted your work the most?
HI: When I focus on a specific theme, I not only look at fashion but the
other cultural aspects of that theme and it’s time period.
LB: If you could bring a style icon back from the dead, who
would it be and why?
HI: I would love to bring back Donna Summer. She seemed like a really
sweet and fun person. Her glamorous ‘ 70s disco style was amazing!
LB: What is your absolute favorite part about designing and
creating pieces?
HI: It is so cool to see where you started when you first came up with the
design and then see it at the end when it is all sewn and done.
LB: Do you plan to pursue fashion design or something related
to it as a career?
HI: I would love to continue in something that involves fashion, whether
it is styling or costuming.
LB: Have you been pursuing your art during quarantine?
HI: Yes, in additon to sewing masks to donate to healthcare workers, I
have also been working on a few new pieces for the summer!

Bethany Weeks
Logan Baker: What is your theme this year and why did you
choose it?
Bethany
Weeks:
My theme this year
is Rosie the Riveter
and Women in the
Workforce. The reason
that I chose this theme
is because I believe
that women can do
anything a man can
do. During the 1940s
when men had to go
off and fight, WW2
women had to step
into the jobs that the men left behind. I really just think that this point
in time proved to many people in a time where women were seen as less
than, that they can fend for themselves and be strong.
LB: How has participating in the fashion show throughout the
years and being a fashion major prepared you for your future
endeavors?
BW: This major has really taught me the importance of time management
and focusing on my major work. I have also realized that this is not the
career path for me. While I love sewing and coming up with different
designs, I would much rather do this for fun rather than work toward a
deadline or for a grade.
LB: What is the hardest part about the work you do?
BW: The hardest part about the work that I do is the precision that
each seam/dart/pleat requires. If you are even ⅛ of an inch off of your
seam allowance, you will have to redo the seam because it could mess
up the entire garment. Also, a lot of people don’t realize all that goes
into creating a finished garment. From cutting out a paper pattern and
pinning it to uncut fabric, to hand hemming all of the edges. It’s very
meticulous work.
LB: What have you learned since your first year in the fashion
program and how has your style or method of creating clothes
changed?
BW: What I have learned the most since my first year in the program
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is mostly time management. I now know that I can’t just “wing it” on
projects and expect to get an A like I did in middle school. My designing
style hasn’t really changed that much over the years. I started with a
piece on Amelia Earhart my freshman year to Rosie the Riveter my
senior year. Through every year of me being in fashion I have always
wanted to create ready to wear garments rather than the more avantgarde styles that some of my classmates choose.
LB: Who or what has impacted your work the most?
BW: My great grandmother was a very talented seamstress. She sewed
anything and everything my mom and her sister wanted to wear. She
even sewed both of their wedding dresses from scratch.
LB: What is your absolute favorite part about designing/
creating pieces?
BW: My favorite part is flipping the garment right side out so you can
see what the final product will look like and everything starts to come
together.

“Masks are the current fashion trend.”
-Isabelle Edson
How to Make a Face Mask
by Lexie Jones

Ms. Baker and her Fashion and Costume Design Majors designed,
sewed, and distributed masks begining in March, when there was a
great shortage throughout the Lowcountry. Each student created at
least fifty masks. Thank you, fashion majors, for you generosity.
With our world being faced with these difficult times, we’ve had
to adapt many aspects of our lives to accommodate. As a designer, I had
to shift my gears to using my sewing skills for the good of the medical
community by making face masks. And now with recent information
from the CDC we as individuals have been encouraged to wear face
masks ourselves to decrease the spread of COVID-19.
So if you have a sewing machine I have a step by step tutorial for
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making masks, whether it be for yourself or for your community. And
for those without a sewing machine, I have a few no sew mask patterns
that just require you to print and cut. Enjoy!
Materials needed:
• Basic sewing supplies (fabric scissors, tape measure, pins, thread,
ruler, etc)
• 1 yard of a woven cotton or cotton blend fabric (you can use a tea
towel which can be found at any supermarket or crafting store)
• Interfacing (if available)
• Two 8” in Elastics (or you can cut out 4 15” in ties)
• Face Mask Pattern (cut out a piece of paper 10” by 7.5” to make your
pattern)
Directions:
1. Download the pattern by clicking “download PDF” below Print
Description on the right or use draped pattern
2. Cut 1 pattern piece, on the fold, out of the cotton fabric and the
interfacing
3. Apply fusible interfacing to the wrong side of cotton fabric using an
iron (set on high heat).
4. Fold fabric right sides together, matching the longer sides and pin
(iron down for precision)
5. Insert the ends of your 8 inch elastic into the corners of the two open
ends of the mask (make sure all the elastic is between the two sides)
and pin into place. Sew the bottom leaving a 2-3 inch opening in the
middle. Then sew across sides, backstitching well over the elastic, to
secure the elastic in place.
6. Turn the mask right side out and press seams flat.
7. Using pattern as a guide, fold up 3 pleats on each side, making sure
the pleats are folded in the same direction. Pin into place.
8. Top stitch around the entire mask, securing the pleats and closing
the opening (or leave mask open for filters).
No-sew Hacks:
• Tie bandanas around your face by folding fabric into a triangle
• Fold bandana or square shaped fabric (any woven fabric) into a
triangle and tack two 17” ties at the two corners that face upwards.

Congratulations
to the Senior
Fashion Majors for
completing their
thesis!
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A Note from Dr. Cook: Oysters, Pearls and Odd Jobs
by Sam Clarke
You
by Dr. Shannon Cook

While enjoying some local artwork that depicted oysters, I was
reminded of the process that oysters use to create pearls. When an irritant,
usually a grain of sand, makes its way into an oyster shell, the oyster
reacts by covering the irritant with a layers of aragonite and conchiolin,
which are the materials that make up the oyster shell. The combination
of these substances creates nacre, which covers the irritant in an attempt
to protect the oyster from a parasite or invader which would destroy the
oyster. As the nacre hardens, a valuable jewel, a pearl, is formed.
COVID-19 has maliciously invaded our schedules and plans and
impacted our lives in numerous ways. Some in our community have
battled the virus physically; others have been forced into patterns and a
lifestyle that causes mental, social and emotional challenges. As a state
and nation, we have experienced financial loss, and greater still is the
loss of precious lives in every state.
This life-threatening virus goes far beyond the description
of an irritant. Although we can’t prevent challenges and threats from
coming our way, we can determine our response to them. I have seen
SOA’s teachers, staff and students model oyster-like activity in some
of the most remarkable ways. Teachers who had never heard of Zoom
became overnight Zoom Masters, our Costume and Fashion teacher and
her sewing team increased from a few members to over a 1000 mask
makers and our students have channeled their emotional responses
into pearlescent artwork, dance, prose and music. Our school and
community are better off because the SOA “Oyster Colony” sees problems
as opportunities and irritants as inspiration.

If
you
or
someone close to you
is considered a “nonessential”
worker,
this past month has
been very scary. For
a lot of people living
paycheck to paycheck,
they may not know
how they are going
to buy groceries for
the week or pay rent.
Unemployment has
been rising, and there
are so many “ifs,
ands, and buts,” that
some people may not
even qualify for what
they need. And for
many young people
who have to work to
support themselves,
their families will not
be receiving a stimulus
check because by law,
they are still dependents.
Enter: odd jobs. These are small and innovative ways for people
to make money in these trying times. Speaking from my own personal
account, my mom and I have started delivering with UberEats! This has
been a surprisingly fun way to make money.
It does not take long to sign up, get verified and get on the road.
It’s also a nice feeling to be the one marrying people to the food from
restaurants that they would be sitting down and eating at, if it weren’t
for the circumstances. And of course, it is important to keep supporting
local restaurants to keep our economy somewhat flowing. A Friday
night dinner run in Mount Pleasant from around 4pm to 8pm has the
opportunity to bring in just over $100. And just like that, you’re already
able to buy some groceries!
Another method of staying afloat would be to sell items like
clothing online to make some extra pocket money. Use up some free time
to start gutting out your closet, drawers, and cabinets of things that don’t
“spark joy” and list them on sites like Depop or Poshmark or eBay.
If you are wanting to help out your community, while also raking
it in, offer to be a personal grocery shopper! If you have neighbors who
are at risk and don’t feel safe going out to stores, reach out to them. They
will be grateful for your altruism, and will likely reward you for it. Good
karma pays!
If you are blessed with the gift of good craftsmanship, now is
your time to shine! Like the fashion majors have been doing for free,
you might be able to sell some fashionable masks to members of your
community, or even online! Joanns is handing out free fabric for mask
making, and there are many easy tutorials online. Get creative with it, we
all should be wearing them, so why not make them cute?
I know the news can be very discouraging, which can make it hard
to have hope in staying afloat, but if you spend enough time doing what
you can, it will likely come back to you. “It ain’t much, but it’s honest
work!”
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Over spring break I
convinced myself that
I low-key look like
Florence Pugh.
Bethany Weeks, 12th
grade

My family and I
went to the Battery
and watched the
sunrise for Easter!
Emily Severance
(left), 10th grade

Spring Break Highlights

For Spring Break I formed an unhealthy
attachment to my dog.
Lilli Sustaita, 11th grade

			

I remembered how lucky I am to be a competitive
dancer. And I miss my friends so much. I am so
grateful to be a competitive dancer with amazing
friends!
Emma Ladd (center), 7th grade

I had a prom photo shoot since I can’t wear my dress.
Savannah Lonyo, 11th grade

My dog Fitz caught his first squirrel-while we were on a live zoom. My volumed
response definitely blew the eardrums out
of everyone on the zoom. Alas, RIP to the
squirrel--we were too late to administer CPR.
Ms. Orchard, High School History teacher

I stared longingly out the window
contemplating all the things in my life I
took for granted.
River Abedon, 12th grade
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Covid-osophy

Gwenny Svendsen, 6th Grade
I wake up slowly, feeling as blue as the sky,
Wishing already this day would fly by.
This day containing none of my friends,
And the word coronavirus repeated without end.
I pull myself out of bed walking to the stairs,
Rubbing my eyes wearing my stubborn glare.
I sit on the couch, watching the morning rattle on
Same as every quarantine day, con after con.

May 2020
Instead it’s that thoughtful creativity that’s glowing.
People making safe parades to celebrate birthdays
Wishing to spread a smile, like beams of sunrays.
Covering our windows with colorful rainbows
To spread hope among others who need the halos.
We’ll all get through this, and we’ll do it together
Remember, this pandemic won’t last forever,
Chip away at it slowly, day by day,
Just remember social distancing, okay?

Sounds quite depressing, I’m not a person for mornings,
This virus just doesn’t help, making things so boring.
Or how it scares everyone, who start to panic non-stop,
Buying a million rolls of toilet paper, and a mask on top.

C
R
E
A
T
I
V
E

I’m not a germaphobe, so I’m not used to this weird case
“Wipe down those countertops! Stop touching your face!”
I’m so annoyed by this stuff (in my head I whine).
Could everyone stop saying: It’s corona time?!
I speak for all when I say a minute takes an hour,
It seems that we’ve all lost the will to take showers.
We consume what we please, just wash your hands before you
eat
For 20 seconds you little cheat!

W
R &
I
T V
I I
N S
G U
A
L
A
R
T
S

This world seems so different, since when did people care?
We went from double dipping to washing our hands ‘till they’re
bare!
Worst of all we’re trapped, with only our walls to see,
Feeling like zoo animals, forbidden to set free!
Though as the gas from the air disappears, so does my frown,
It’s about time this world puts on its shiny crown!
The plastic I’ve always seen is gone, could it just be my eyes?
Or is this problem being solved that’s been bothering you and
I?
Without driving around, there’s not as much gas everywhere
There are too many people for this world to bear.
As we stay inside, this virus giving mountains of fear.
This Earth is relaxing, finally resting to heal.
I’ve heard of our air being healthy and clear!
And the fish in the water are begininng to appear!
After the beauty of their scales once being hidden,
The car of possibility is now being ridden.
Think of that when you want something other than this.
Because there is so much positivity you’re going to miss!
Do things you didn’t have time for before!
Don’t focus on wanting more and more!
Relax and use this time to get all rested
Watch as humanity is being tested
The evil we see in people is not really showing

above: Emma Heesen, 12th
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Self-Isolation Cultural Calendar
by Logan Baker

Even though we can’t go out like normal, there are still lots of events
going on, either virtually or socially distanced.
- Terrace Theater is streaming movies and hosting drive-in double
features every night for $25 per car.
- The Halsey Institute of Contemporary Art is holding online
exhibitions where you can take a virtual walk through the galleries
and explore pieces.
- Charleston’s poet laureate Marcus Amaker has created a website,
We Still Create, which publishes art created by locals during
isolation. They’re taking submissions if anyone is interested in
sharing their pieces.
- The Post & Courier’s ‘No Intermission’ series is available on their
website and features video performances from local artists.
- The Gibbes Museum of Art is hosting illustrator chats every
Thursday, along with other virtual workshops.
- The Gaillard’s 2018 Prints in Clay, a multimedia project featuring
collaborations between Charleston photographers, artists, and
musicians on the contributions of African Americans to the city’s
history and culture, is now available on their website and Youtube.
- Chamber Music Charleston is posting concerts and recitals on their
Youtube channel.
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can seriously elevate your mood)
4. Pick up a new hobby! Read, paint, draw, embroider, sew, cook, clean,
duolingo, play an instrument.
5. Go through your room, closet, bathroom and purge everything you
don’t need or want.
6. Play online games with your friends.
7. Seniors!! Start brainstorming what your dream dorm room looks like.
Go on Pinterest, Ikea, and Amazon, for ideas.
8. Juniors!! Start looking at colleges and studying for SATs and ACTs.
9. Say thank you to your teachers. They deserve it.
10. Whatever you do to cure your boredom and cabin fever, DO NOT GO
TO THE BEACH WITH YOUR FRIENDS :)

10 Tips to Stay Sane
by Sam Clarke

Hello my Self-Care Kings and Queens (and everything-inbetweens)! Phew, has this been a stressful few weeks. Hopefully you’ve
all gotten past the initial shock and have gotten out any emotions you
needed to get out. It’s a very overwhelming time right now, and the
biggest piece of self care advice I can give is to take everything one step
at a time. Once you feel like you’ve got your head on your shoulders,
now is a great time to start taking more care of yourself. Here’s some
productive things that I’ve been doing at home and in my neighborhood
to keep busy!
1. Go on a run/walk, or start a new routine in your room!
2. Start taking control of your eating habits! Are you eating three meals a
day? Are you eating plenty of fruits and vegetables? Dare I say… Are you
drinking water?
3. Sit outside and get some vitamin D! (Everyone is deficient in it, and it

Jude says, “all the cool kids
RECYCLE!”

Message Sponsored by the Eastlake Community Foundation
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Fashion Crossword
by Leo Cantrell
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To interact online with the
features, screenshot them and use
a pen tool to fill them in!
Help our hardworking teachers
make it to summer!

Crossword
Answers
Across: 2. Backstitch
5. Petticoats 10. Louis
Vuitton 11. Mary Quant
12.Kendall Jenner
13. Presser Foot 14. Seam
Ripper
Down: 1. Sixties 3. Cross
Stitch 4. Coco Chanel
6. Lizzo 7. Gucci
8. Gianni Versace 9. Antifashion 13. Prada

Across
2. A practical hand stitch that works from left to right; was used before
sewing machines to sew layers of clothing
5. Though now outdated, these were worn under a skirt to give it shape
and to provide warmth in the 19th century
10. These designer bags are waterproof and fireproof
11. Who made the mini-skirt famous?
12. The highest paid model
13. An attachment on a sewing machine used to hold fabric flat as it is
stitched
14. A small tool used to cut/remove stitches
Down
1. This decade introduced unisex clothing, which was popularized in
the next decade during the women’s rights movement
3. A type of sewing and a type of counted-thread embroidery using xshaped stitches
4. This designer debuted the ‘little black dress’
6. This pop singer revitalized the tiny purse
7. This company made bags out of canvas instead of leather during
WWII due to shortages
8. This designer was killed on his front steps in 1997
9. The nineties were known as the decade of...
13. The Devil wears which designer brand?
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Horoscopes: How the
Signs are Dealing with
Quarantine
by Carson Stehling

Taurus (Apr. 20- May 20):
•
•
•

Taking naps
Crocheting
Writing poems that should NEVER EVER
see the light of day

Gemini (May 21- Jun. 20):
•
•
•

Snapchatting
Rearranging your furniture
Not actually observing the CDC’s social
distancing guidelines

Cancer (Jun 21- Jul. 22):
•
•
•

Drying out orange slices and making
garlands with them and hanging them up
around your room so it smells like citrus
Writing letters
Locking yourself in your room and telling

Novelties
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everyone in your house not to bother you
and then getting upset when no one comes
to check on you

it’s actually way more labor intensive than
you thought it would be

Leo (Jul. 23- Aug. 22):
•
•
•

Online shopping
Talking to yourself
Learning the “Say a Little Prayer” dance
that Quinn, Santana, and Brittany did for
their audition for the New Directions on
Glee

Virgo (Aug. 23- Sept. 22):
•
•
•

Giving yourself piercings with sewing
needles
Staring at the ceiling
Getting in touch with every friend,
classmate, and ex from your past no matter
how long it’s been since you last spoke

Libra (Sept. 23- Oct. 22):
•
•
•

Actually keeping up with your schoolwork
Trying on everything in your closet and
picking out your post-quarantine fits
Candle-making

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
•
•
•

Getting really into the witch side of TikTok
(aka WitchTok)
Deciding to become Wiccan
Giving up Wicca after two weeks because

Sagittarius (Nov. 22- Dec. 21):
•
•
•

Drastic hair changes
Trying to take up jogging
Setting small fires to release the tension
building up inside you before it consumes
you

Capricorn (Dec. 22- Jan.19):
•
•
•

Being mean to the people you’re
quarantining with
Attempting to learn German
Searching for a cure to COVID-19

•
•
•

Organizing a rent strike
Carving things out of wood
Forgetting to shower for weeks at a time

•
•
•

Crying
Crying
Gardening. Just kidding! Crying, you little
crybaby

Aquarius (Jan. 20- Feb. 18):

Pisces (Feb. 19- Mar. 20):

Aries (Mar. 21- Apr. 19):
•
•
•

Getting super into martial arts
Making TikTok POVs
Slamming doors
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Trivia Contest
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March Slang Dictionary

Charlie Hastings

by Maya Cline

While we’re all confined to our homes this fine May, let’s quiz some contestants on
other viruses and diseases that plagued mankind in past years.

1. “____” check- saying used before showing off or 		
proving the statement correct
i.e. Walking my dog check! (then you would
1. How much of Europe did the Black Plague kill?
show a video or picture of you walking your dog)
2.
CEObeing the best at something
2. What animal is blamed for the spread of the Black Plague?
i.e.
“My friend made the most amazing cheese
3. The Spanish Flu pandemic of 1918 was eclipsed by what other event?
plate. She is the CEO of charcuterie boards.”
4. What disease plagued America in the 40s and 50s and confined President Roosevelt
3. Savage- one who is classy, bougie, sassy, ratchet and
to a wheelchair?
more
5. What disease that left its victims with “pocks” covering their whole body was
i.e. “I can’t believe Charlamange called Eddie
eradicated in 1979?
out for cheating on her in front of the whole 		
6. What disease had its most recent outbreak in central Africa in 2014?
cafeteria. She’s a savage.
7. What disease is spread through the bites of infected animals and is not curable once 4. Squad- the core group of friends
i.e. I haven’t seen squad in weeks because of this
it takes hold?
quarantine. I miss them so much.
8. What mosquito-borne illness affected many Europeans trying to colonize Africa?
5.
The
hypewhen lots of attention surrounds someone
9. What virus is responsible for the most deaths around the world?
or something
10. Where did COVID-19 start spreading from?
i.e. When it comes to TikTok, Charli D’amelio
has all the hype.
Sam Clarke
Peter O’Malley
6. Cultural reset- defining moment in pop culture
12th grade
9th grade
i.e. The 2018 Met Gala was a cultural 		
reset.
1. 65%
1. 60%
2. Rats
2. Rat
3. No idea
3. Great Depression
4. Polio
4. Polio
5. Chicken Pox!
5. Smallpox
It’s a tie!
6. Ebola
6. Ebola
7. Rabies
7. Rabies
Congratulations to
8. Malaria
8. Yellow fever
Sam and Peter!
9. Flu
9. Plague
10. China
10. Wuhan, China

7/10
Trivia Answers

1. 60% 2. Rat 3. WWI 4. Polio 5. Smallpox 6. Ebola 7. Rabies 8. Malaria
9. Influenza 10. Wuhan, China

7/10
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“Anxiety and quarantine
don’t mix.”
-Lyla Carpenter, 8th grade
Dance

“That crying won’t magically
bring graduation back.”
-Lisa Fimian, 12th grade
Piano

“During quarantine I’ve
learned to slow down, be
patient, and trust God.”
-Mrs. Fairchild, Middle
School Math teacher
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“I’ve learned to not take
anything for granted, also how
to make my favorite banana
pudding.”
-Manuel Laguna, 12th grade
Band

What have you
learned during
quarantine?
“I learned how to manage
my time better, practice new
hobbies but most importantly
to never take things like
socializing with my friends for
granted.”
-Enrique Boyd, 11th grade
Visual Arts

“I’ve learned that I am really
bad at baking but I will not
stop trying.”
-Kiran Narula, 10th grade
Creative Writing

by Sophia Leonardi
and Luke Shaw
Photos provided

“If you try hard enough at something you may
actually be able to do it. For years, I’ve never
been able to keep a plant alive. A few weeks ago I
planted a garden and it’s actually thriving!!”
-Mr. Pickens, Theatre teacher

“I learned how to put up with
my dad begging to play cello
duets with me.”
-Peter O’Malley, 9th grade
Strings

“Even Netflix gets boring.”
-Katie Sheffield (right), 7th grade
Theatre

